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Let X(U) be a random element taking values in a linear space Z endowed with 
the partial order =$ ; let F0 be the class of nonnegative order-preserving functions 
on ,% such that, for each g E .%$, E[ z(x)] is detined; and let g, c Y0 be the 
subclass of concave functions. A version of Markov’s inequality for such spaces is 
P(X> x) < infFOE[ g(,Y)]/g(x). Moreover, if E(x) = < is defmed and if Jensen’s 
inequality applies, we have a further inequality P(X> x) < inf,vI E[ g(X)]/g(x) < 
infvt g(a/g(x). Applications are given using a variety or orderings of interest in 
statistics and applied probability. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Markov’s inequality for real random variables is a basic tool in statistics 
and applied probability. Among its many consequences are distribution-free 
confidence sets and various weak laws of large numbers. Our purpose here is 
to give extended versions which, although elementary, are of interest owing 
to the variety of their applications. 
Let (J2,9, I’) be a probability space and X(U) a random element taking 
values in a linear space 5 defined over the tield F?’ of real numbers. The set 
2F is said to be simply ordered if there is a binary relation < on 227 which 
is reflexive, transitive, antisymmetric, and complete in the sense that every 
pair of elements in 237 can be ordered.. The relation =( is said to be apurfial 
order if it is reflexive and transitive. A function g: S-P @is said to be 
order-preserving if x < y implies g(x) < g(y). Let g be the class of all 
order-preserving functions on 37; let F0 c g be the subclass of nonnegative 
functions such that, for each g E FO, E[ g(X)] is detined; and let gr c .I$ be 
the subclass of concave functions, i.e., for each x, y E 27 and 
a = 1 --GE [O, 11, g(czx + Ey) >czg(x) +Eg(y). The classes F0 and FI 
generally depend on P. 
Our first result is the following elementary version of Markov’s inequality. 
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THEOREM 1. Let x cz 5 be3xed, and let F,, be the class of nonnegative 
order-preserving functions on A? such that, for each g E SO, E [ g(X)] is 
defined. Then 
W>xl< ~~~%dJ31/&~~ 
Prooj Choose some g E 5, and let Ri be the complement of the set 
R()= {wELqX(u)>x}. 
A standard argument gives 
Z j 
no 
dW~WW~ + j dJW)l @@I 
RF! 
> j dJ@ll dJ't~l> &I j @@I, 
RI3 RO 
where the tirst inequality stems from nonnegativity and the second from the 
order preservation of functions in FO. The proof is completed on noting that 
inequality holds for each g E FO. 
Applications of Theorem 1 may be limited by difftculties in finding the 
required expectations and their infima. Bounds often may be found for a 
class of functions smaller than F0 ‘for which the needed computations are 
tractable; some examples are noted subsequently. Under further conditions 
an alternative approach makes use of Jensen’s inequality as follows. 
THEOREM 2. Let x E 5 be fIxed; suppose E(X) = c E S is defined; and 
let F, c FO be the subclass of concave functions on 37. If Jensen’s inequality 
holds, then 
Proox The tirst inequality is a consequence of Theorem 1 and the 
inclusion F, c gO; the second follows an application of Jensen’s inequality 
for each g E Fr. 
Note that Jensen’s inequality applies whenever .%- is convex and finite- 
dimensional. Thus, under finite dimensionality, the linearity of .3? may be 
relaxed to convexity, When the dimension of S is not finite, however, 
further conditions are needed as in Perlman [ 101, where, for example, E(X) 
is required to exist as a Pettis integral. 
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Our basic inequalities support weak laws of large numbers for sequences 
of s-valued random elements, conservative conlidence sets not depending 
on the form of the underlying distribution, and conservative distribution-free 
tests against ordered alternatives which complement some developments in 
Barlow et uZ. [2]. Numerous applications follow upon choosing suitable 
order-preserving functions as illustrated subsequently using a variety of 
orderings from the current literature. Such choices require knowledge of the 
class Y. Necessary and sufficient conditions that g preserve the order < are 
given by Marshall et al. [7] when < is a cone ordering, i.e., when there is a 
convex cone K c 9” such that x < y if and only if y - x E K. 
2. STOCHASTIC ORDER 
Of various notions of stochastic ordering now available, we treat the 
ordering of cumulative distribution functions (cdf’s) on 3”, an ordering of 
distribution functions on 9’ according to their nearness to a reference 
distribution, and an ordering for measures on 9’ in terms of their relative 
peakedness about 0 E 9”. 
2. I. Bounds on the Empirical cdf 
Let 35- be the space of real functions of real variables having discon- 
tinuities of the lirst kind and, for each real t, let gt(x) and gt(y), respectively, 
be the values of x and y at the point t. A partial order on .Y-Z- follows on 
specifying that x < y if and only if gl(x) < gt( y) for each real t. In the case 
that x and y are cdfs, x < y is the antithesis of stochastic ordering, the 
distribution y being considered to be stochastically smaller than x. For each 
fixed x E 37, nearly distribution-free bounds on the probability that an 
empirical cdfF,, is stochastically dominated by x may be constructed as 
follows. 
COROLLARY 2.1. Let F,, be an empirical cdf based on n independent 
random variables having the common cdf F. Then for each jixed x 6! 5, 
P(FS > x) < inf F(t)/x(t). 
ProoJ The proof follows from Theorem 1 upon replacing the class g0 of 
the theorem with the subclass of all coordinate functions {gJx) =x(t); 
-co < t < co } and noting that, for each t, E 1 g,(F,J] = gt(F) = F(t). 
2.2. A Conservative Test for Goodness-of-Fit 
Identify % as in the preceding section; let F,, be an empirical cdf based on 
n independent random variables having the same distribution function F; and 
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consider the simple hypothesis H: F = F,,. An ordering on 37 with reference 
to F,, is induced upon letting x < y if and only if ix(l) - FO(t)i < 1 y(f) - F,,(l)1 
for every real t. For testing H against suitably ordered alternatives, we 
choose a fixed “critical function” y in 37 and reject H whenever FE > y. A 
bound on the actual significance level for this procedure, whatever the 
underlying distribution, is obtained from Theorem 1 as follows. 
ProoJ Replace Y0 of Theorem 1 by the class of order-preserving 
functions { gf; -co < t < co } defmed by gf(x) = [x(t) - FO(t)]‘. Theorem 1 
implies by inclusion that 
The proof is completed upon observing that E[ gt(F,,)] = FO(t)[ 1 - FJt)]/n, 
the variance of FJt), when F = FO, 
It may be noted that the test described is consistent at alternatives F for 
which 
Ml) - W)lz > CP&Nl -F&)1 P-1) 
for each t and for some constant CF possibly depending on F. To see this, fix 
a nominal level a and select a sequence { yn} of “critical functions” for which 
a = i:f P&K1 - ~&WI/~Y~@~ - FoW12 
for each value of K Then for each r, it follows that 
The powers at F of the (at most a-level) tests with critical functions yn are, 
for each n, 
Because Fn(f) - F(l) * 0 almost surely, uniformly in t, we may conclude that 
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as n + co, almost surely and uniformly in t. Expressions (2.1) and (2.4) 
together show that 
p( [F”(t) -Fe(t)]* 2 CFFO(t)[ 1 -F&l; for each t) + 1 
as n + co. Thus from (2.3) we must have that pn + 1 as rr + ao. 
2.3. Relative Peakedness of Measures on 9” 
Let G be a group of linear Lebesgue measure-preserving transformations 
of 9’ onto SP’, and let OG = {x E 9’1 gx =x; g E G}. Two measures on 
(9”, 9, . ) may be compared using the following definition due to 
Mudholkar [ 81. 
DEFINITION 1. A measure ,u on (A?‘, 9, . ) is more G-peaked about OG 
than v if, for every compact convex G-invariant set E in Rn, p(E) > V(E). 
A measure P on (9’, 9, . ) is said to be G-invariant if, for each g E G 
and each measurable set A, fi(gA) =&4). Let J(G) be the class of all G- 
invariant probability measures on (9”, 9, . ), and induce a partial order on 
J’(G) upon specifying that P > u if and only if ,U is more G-peaked about OG 
than V; the reflexive and transitive properties follow directly. We take G to be 
the orthogonal group with OG the origin in 9” and J(G) the class of 
spherical probability measures. More specifically, we consider those 
spherical laws having probability density functions (pdfs) which are 
unimodal about 0 E .P’ in the sense of Anderson [ 11, i.e., for each 
u E [O, co) the set KU = {x E 9’ [f(x) > U} is convex, and we denote by 
P”(O) the class of all such laws. After constructing an empirical measure ,uN 
belonging to P,,(O), we seek to bound the probability that ,D,,, is more peaked 
about 0 than some specified measure r belonging to gn(0). 
The class gm(0) may be generated using uniform measures on the sets 
[B(r) = {x E P 1 x’x<r’};O<r<a] in thatpEP” if and only if its 
pdf has the mixture representation 
where J(x; r) = C,JB(x; r) with C,, > 0 and IB(x; r) the indicator of the set 
Z3(r), and where F( . ) is some cdf on (0, co). If FN represents an empirical 
cdf on (0, co), we construct an empirical measure pN in P,,(O) on defining its 
pdf as 
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Now identifying the set Z of Section 1 with e,,(O), we have the following 
bound on the probability that the empirical measure pN is more G-peaked 
about 0 than v under the orthogonal group G. 
COROLLARY 2.3. Let F,,, be an empirical cdf on (0, a~) based on N 
independent observations having the common cdf F, and let pN and p be the 
corresponding measures in pn(0). Then for each fixed v E g”(O), 
where ,4(t) = {x e 9” 1 x’x < t’}. 
ProoJ Replacing the class g0 of Theorem 1 by the order-preserving 
functions { gt($) =&4(t)); 0 < t < co}, we infer from the theorem that 
Applying the linearity of the operator E( . ) and Fubini’s theorem, we 
compute 
%&WN = ,T 1 jm fk 4 @,@I h] 
AU) 0 
lx 
Z 
Jj 0 
A~t~~(x;r)~d(~[F~(r)l). 
Now invoking the hypothesis that FN is based on independent observations, 
we conclude that E(FJr)) = F( ) r and thus Eb&I(t))] =&4(t)), which 
completes the proof. 
3. OTHER PARTIAL ORDERINGS 
In addition to the stochastic orderings of the preceding section, our 
basic inequalities apply to other partially ordered spaces of intrinsic interest 
in statistics and applied probability. Further examples are treated here. 
3.1. Majorization 
The vector y E 9” is said to be majorized weakly by x if, after permuting 
theelementssuchthatxi>x~>...>x~andyl>yz>...>y~, 
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in which case we write x > y, A result of Fan [4] establishes that JZ> y if 
and only if 4(x) > #(JJ) for every symmetric gauge function #( . ) (cf. 
Schatten [ 1 I], for example). If { g6( . ); 4 E @} denotes the class of functions 
on 9’ which are monotonically increasing functions of the symmetric 
gauges, then these functions clearly are order-preserving under < . Let 
{I, 9 x2 ,-a*, X”} be an observation from an n-dimensional distribution having 
zero means and the dispersion matrix .?Y = [uij], and let 
b%J a XV) a .. . 2 Xcnj} be the corresponding order statistics. For a 
specilied vector x, a bound on the probability that the order statistics 
majorize x weakly is given in the following. 
COROLLARY 3.1. Let X = [XCI,, XCZJ,..., XCRj] be the vector of order 
statistics in a sample from an n-dimensional distribution having zero means 
and the dispersion matrix 2. Then for each fixed x E sn, 
where x = [x,, x2 ,..., x~]. 
ProoJ The lirst inequality follows from Theorem 1 on replacing Y0 by a 
suitable subclass of functions generated by { g#( . ); 4 f5 @}. The second 
inequality results from choosing g@( . ) as the square of the Euclidean norm, 
itself a symmetric gauge function, and evaluating E[gO(X)] = 
qx; + x; + . ..+X~)=~.~+u~*+...+~~~=tr~. 
The vector x E 9”’ majorizes y if x majorizes y weakly and strict equality 
holds in (3.1) for k = n, in which case we write x >d y. Here it is well known 
that the order-preserving functions are the Schur convex functions (cf. 
Berge [3]). Nevertheless, it follows by inclusion of the event {X>O x} within 
{X> x} that the bounds in Corollary 3.1 hold as well for the probability 
P(X>O x). Note, however, that P(X &d x) = 0 whenever the underlying 
distribution is continuous and nonsingular; this is because 
w1+ . ..+Xn=c)=O with c=xi+...+x,,. Thus the bounds on 
P(X>4 x) are mainly of interest in the case of discrete distributions. 
3.2. An Ordering for Time Series 
Let s be the space of real sequences x = {x(t); t = 1,2,..., n}; let 
1” = 27w/n; and let [r] be the largest integer not exceeding r. Each element x 
of 5 has the unique Fourier series representation 
x(t) = x au(x) eiAct, t = 1, 2,..., n; 
u=-f~n-l~/Zl 
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and a partial order on 5?7 may be induced upon specifying that x < y if and 
only if 1 q,(xV < 1 q,(y)l* f or every AU in a tixed frequency band B. 
When x is a realization of X= {X(C); t = 1, 2,..., n} from a stochastic 
process {X(t); t = 0, k 1, *2,... 1, the observed periodogram, Za,L,(x) = 
(n/2x) ]cz”(x)]*, is of central importance in time series analysis. Probability 
bounds on the periodogram are provided in the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let X= {X(c); r = 1, 2,..., n} be from u weakly 
stationary stochastic process having dlflerentiable spectral density function, 
f(A); then 
ProoJ Replacing F0 in Theorem 1 by the class {g”(y) = 
LOYAL -Lb - WI G v G WI i o n order-preserving functions, we have f 
from Theorem 1 that 
Corollary 3.2 follows upon selecting x in A!? for which Zn,“(x) = c for all A,. 
in B and then using the differentiability of f(L) to write Z?(Zn,t,(X)) = 
f(&,) + O(log n/n) such that O(log n/n) is independent of AL, (cf. Hannan 
[5, p. 5131). 
3.3. Ordering of Matrices 
Let 5 be the linear space of real symmetric (m X m) matrices; write 
A > B whenever A -B is positive semidefinite; let Yj be the class of 
nonnegative order-preserving functions invariant under orthogonal 
congruence, i.e., g(QAQ’) = g(A) for each A E 5 and each orthogonal 
matrix Q, such that S[g(X)] is detined; and let g4 c Fj be the subclass of 
concave functions. Depending only on the eigenvalues of their arguments, 
functions in .q essentially are functions on 5Pm increasing in each argument. 
Examples of concave functions on 9”’ which generate functions in F4 are the 
Holder-Minkowski functions 
such that Zi > 0 and 19~ + +.. + 8,,, = 1; for further examples see Mudholkar 
and Rao [9]. 
Let S be a sample dispersion matrix in a sample from some m-dimensional 
distribution having the second-moment matrix X, and let A be a fixed 
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positive definite matrix in K. A bound on the probability that S dominates 
,4 follows, where { g,+( . ); 4 E @} are functions on Z generated by (3.2). 
COROLLARY 3.3. Let S be a sample dispersion matrix with E(S) = Z, If 
A is a fixed element of -%“, and $ {cJ,>u~>...>u,,,} and 
{a,>cq>.** > a,,,] are the ordered eigenvalues of Z and A, respectively, 
then 
Proof. Conclusion (i) follows from Theorems 1 and 2 by the inclusion 
relations Fr c FO, FJ c cYi and the concavity of functions in Fd. Conclusions 
(ii) and (iii) follow from (i) upon noting that {g@( . ); 4 E @} c *vd, then 
choosing gb( . ) successively using #Jt) = ny! i trg and tiem(t) = 
min{t,,..., t,,,}. Conclusion (iv) is a consequence of replacing Y, of Theorem 2 
by the class {ga(S) = S a’ a; a E LGP~ of order-preserving functions, i.e., 
P(S > A) < inf E[a’Sa]/a’Aa = inf a’Za/a’Aa, 
I2 ll 
then using variational properties of the Rayleigh quotient. 
’ It may be noted that probability inequalities for various scalar functions of 
S have been treated by Mudholkar and Rao ]9]. However, these are in the 
nature of Chebychev inequalities for random scalars in L@‘, rather than 
bounds on events in X as in the present study. 
3.4. Coordinate-wise Ordering 
The following result is complementary to a standard Chebychev inequality 
(cf. Wilks [ 12, p. 2741). 
COROLLARY 3.4. Let X E 9n be a random element having the mean p 
and the dispersion matrix Z. Then 
ProojI Identify X with 9” and let x < y if and only if ]xi] < ] yi] for all 
i = I, 2,..., n. Noting that g(x) = xi + ..a + xi belongs to FO, we compute 
E[g(X-p)] =u,1+ *** +unn, the conclusion following from Theorem I. 
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